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Abstract. This work proposes an approach to address the problem of improving content selection in
automatic text summarization by using some statistical tools. This approach is a trainable summarizer, which
takes into account several features, for each sentence to generate summaries. First, we investigate the effect
of each sentence feature on the summarization task. Then we use all features in combination to train Cellular
Automata (CA), genetic programming approach and fuzzy approach in order to construct a text summarizer
for each model. Furthermore, we use trained models to test summarization performance. The proposed
approach performance is measured at several compression rates on a data corpus composed of 17 English
scientific articles.
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1. Introduction
Automatic text summarization has been an active research area for many years. Evaluation of
summarization is a quite hard problem. Often, a lot of manual labour is required, for instance by having
humans read generated summaries and grading the quality of the summaries with regards to different aspects
such as information content and text clarity. Manual labour is time consuming and expensive.
Summarization is also subjective. The conception of what constitutes a good summary varies a lot between
individuals, and of course also depending on the purpose of the summary.
Recently many experiments have been conducted for the text summarization task. Some were about
evaluation of summarization using relevance prediction [6], and voted regression model [5]. Others were
about single- and multiple-sentence compression using ‘‘parse and trim” approach and a statistical noisychannel approach [18] and conditional random fields [12]. Other research includes multi-document
summarization [4] and summarization for specific domains [10].
We employ an evolutionary algorithm, Cellular Automata (CA) [11], as the learning mechanism in our
Adaptive Text Summarization (ATS) system to learn sentence ranking functions. Even though our system
generates extractive summaries, the sentence ranking function in use differentiates ours from that of [15]
who specified it to be a linear function of sentence features. We used CA to generate a sentence ranking
function from the training data and applied it to the test data, which also differs from [8] who used decision
tree, [1] who used Bayes’s rule, and [12] who implemented both Naïve Bayes and decision tree.
In this work, sentences of each document are modeled as genetic programming of features extracted
from the text. The summarization task can be seen as a two-class classification problem, where a sentence is
labeled as ‘‘correct” if it belongs to the extractive reference summary, or as ‘‘incorrect” otherwise. We may
give the ‘‘correct” class a value ‘1’ and the ‘‘incorrect” class a value ‘0’. In testing mode, each sentence is
given a value between ‘0’ and ‘1’ (values between 0 and 1 are continuous). Therefore, we can extract the
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appropriate number of sentences according to the compression rate. The trainable summarizer is expected to
‘‘learn” the patterns which lead to the summaries, by identifying relevant feature values which are most
correlated with the classes ‘‘correct” or ‘‘incorrect”. When a new document is given to the system, the
‘‘learned” patterns are used to classify each sentence of that document into either a ‘‘correct” or ‘‘incorrect”
sentence by giving it a certain score value between ‘0’ and ‘1’. A set of highest score sentences are
chronologically specified as a document summary based on the compression rate.

2. Background
2.1. Text feature
We concentrate our presentation in two main points: (1) the set of employed features; and (2) the
framework defined for the trainable summarizer, including the employed classifiers.
A large variety of features can be found in the text-summarization literature. In our proposal we employ
the following set of features [3,9]:
(F1) Sentence Length. (F2) Sentence Position. (F3) Similarity to Title. (F4) Similarity to Keywords. (F5)
Occurrence of proper nouns. (F6) Indicator of main concepts. (F7) Occurrence of non-essential information.
(F8) Sentence-to-Centroid Cohesion.

2.2. Text summarization based on genetic programing
In order to implement text summarization based on Genetic Programming [2], we used GP since it is
possible to simulate genetic programming in this software. To do so; first, we consider each characteristic of
a text such as sentence length, location in paragraph, similarity to key word and etc, which was mentioned in
the previous part, as the genes of GP. Then, we enter all the operators needed for summarization, in the
knowledge base of this system (All those operators are formulated by several expends in this field). After
ward, a value from zero to one is obtained for each sentence in the output based on sentence characteristics
and the available operators in the knowledge base. The obtained value in the output determines the degree of
the importance of the sentence in the final summary. To do these steps, we summarize the same text using
genetic programming.

2.3. Text summarization based on fuzzy logic approach
In order to implement text summarization based on fuzzy logic [7], we used MATLAB since it is
possible to simulate fuzzy logic in this software. To do so; first, we consider each characteristic of a text such
as sentence length, location in paragraph, similarity to key word and etc, which was mentioned in the
previous part, as the input of fuzzy system. Then, we enter all the rules needed for summarization, in the
knowledge base of this system (All those rules are formulated by several expends in this field). After ward, a
value from zero to one is obtained for each sentence in the output based on sentence characteristics and the
available rules in the knowledge base. The obtained value in the output determines the degree of the
importance of the sentence in the final summary. To do these steps, we summarize the same text using fuzzy
logic.

2.4. Cellular automata
At the beginning of 1950, cellular automata (CA) have been proposed by Von Neumann. He was
interested to male relation between new computational device - automata theory -and biology. His mind was
preoccupied with generating property in natural events [13].
He proved that CA can be general. According to his findings, CA is a collection of cells with reversible
states and ability of computation for everything. Although Van rules were complicated and didn’t strictly
satisfy computer program, but he continues his research in two parts: for decentralizing machine which is
designed for simulation of desirable function and designing of a machine which is made by simulation of
complicated function by CA [13].
Wolfram has conducted some research on problem modeling by the simplest and most practicable method of
CA architecture too. In 1970,"The Game of Life" introduced by Conway and became very widely known
soon. At the beginning of 1980, Wolfram studied one-dimension CA rules and demonstrated that these
simple CAs can be used in modeling of complicated behaviors [16].
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2.4.1. Definition
CA is characterized by (a) cellular space (b) transfer rule [11]. For CA , cell, the state of cell in time t,
sum of neighbors state at time t and neighborhood radius are denoted by i, S it ,η it , and r, respectively. Also,
the rule is function of ϕ (ηit ) .

2.4.2. Change state rules
Each cell changes its state, spontaneously. The primary quality of cells depends on primary situation of
problem. By these primary situations, CA is a system which has certain behavior by local rules. The cells
which are not neighbors, have no effect on each other. CA has no memory, so present state defines the next
state [16].
Quad rule CA is as CA= (Q, d, V and F), where Q, d, V and F are collection of possible state, CA dimension,
CA neighborhood structure and local transferring rule, respectively.
For 1-d CA, amount of i cell ( 1 ≤ i ≤ n ) at t is shown by ai (t ) and is calculated by this formula:

ai (t + 1) = ϕ[ai −1 (t ), ai (t ), ai +1 (t )]

In this formula, if ϕ is affected by the neighbors, it is general. If ϕ is a function of neighbor’s cell
collection and central cell, it is totalistic.

ai (t + 1) = ϕ[ai −1 (t ) + ai (t ) + ai +1 (t )]

3. The Proposed Automatic Summarization Model
We have two modes of operations:
1. Training mode where features are extracted from 16 manually summarized English documents and
used to train Cellular Automata, Fuzzy and Genetic programming models.
2. Testing mode, in which features are calculated for sentences from one English document. (These
documents are different from those that were used for training.) The sentences are ranked according to the
sets of feature weights calculated during the training stage. Summaries consist of the highest-ranking
sentences.

3.1. Cellular automata model
The basic purpose of Cellular Automata (CA) is optimization. Since optimization problems arise
frequently, this makes CA quite useful for a great variety of tasks. As in all optimization problems, we are
faced with the problem of maximizing/minimizing an objective function f(x) over a given space X of
arbitrary dimension [17]. Therefore, CA can be used to specify the weight of each text feature.
For a sentence s, a weighted score function, is exploited to integrate all the eight feature scores
mentioned in Section 2, where wi indicates the weight of f i .
The Cellular Automata (CA) is exploited to obtain an appropriate set of feature weights using the 17
manually summarized English documents. A chromosome is represented as the combination of all feature
weights in the form of wi .
Thousand states for each iteration were produced. Evaluate fitness of each state (we define fitness as the
average precision obtained with the state when the summarization process is applied on the training corpus),
and retain the fittest 8 state to mate for new ones in the next iteration. In this experiment, thousand iterations
are evaluated to obtain steady combinations of feature weights. A suitable combination of feature weights is
found by applying CA. All document sentences are ranked in a descending order according to their scores. A
set of highest score sentences are chronologically specified as a document summary based on the
compression rate.

4. Experimental result
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4.1. The English
E
dataa
Seventeeen English articles in thhe domain off science weere collectedd from the R
Reading Book
k. Seventeenn
English artiicles were manually
m
sum
mmarized ussing compresssion rate off 30%. Thesse manually summarizedd
articles werre used to traain the previoously mentiooned three mo
odels. The other one Engglish article was
w used forr
testing. Thee average num
mber of senteences per Ennglish articles is 85.8, resspectively.

4.2. Cellullar automata configurration
We are going to expploit the CA approach off [3], for sum
mmarization and
a use it as a baseline ap
pproach. Forr
i
thee eight featuure scores mentioned
m
inn
a sentence s, a weightted score funnction, is exxploited to integrate
previous
Relatedd parameters for the trainning and testting of the CA
C model likke States, Ruules, Neighbor and otherr
are given inn Table 1 andd 2.
Table 1: CA Data
Inddependent Variabbles:
Traaining Samples:
Teesting Samples:

Table 2: CA
C General S
Settings
2,3
States
256, 76255597484987
Rules
Von Neeumann
Neighbor

8
1016
105

4.3. The reesult of celllular autom
mata modell
We havve exploited the CA apprroach of [11]], for summaarization as described
d
above. Therefo
ore, we havee
exploited thhe eight feattures for sum
mmarizationn. The system
m calculatess the featuree weights ussing Cellularr
Automata.
All docuument sentennces are rankked in a desccending order according to
t their scorees. A set of highest
h
scoree
sentences are chronologgically specified as a document sum
mmary based on the comppression ratee. To do CA
A
concepts wee using CA Classification
C
n model [11]].
section,, where wi indicates thee weight of f i . We usee the approaach for testinng; a set off 17 Englishh
documents was used. We
W apply f i after usinng the defineed weights from CA exxecution. All documentt
sentences are
a ranked inn a descendinng order acccording to th
heir scores. A set of highest score seentences aree
chronologiccally specifieed as a docum
ment summarry based on the
t compresssion rate.

4.3.1. CA model
m
expllicit formullation
By usinng CA rules and
a analyzing data we goot set of ruless are given inn figure 1:

Fig.1. Sppecify rules was
w produced by
b CA concep
pts for automaatic text summ
marization
Table 3: All
A models perfformance evalu
uation based on Percision
10%
20%
%
30%
Com
mpression Rate
(CR)
Precision (P) Precision
n (P)
Precision (P)
CA Model
Fuzzy Model
F
Genettic Programminng
Model

28.18%
%
36.36%
%

29.04%
42.86%

31.88%
46.88%

54.54%
%

57.14%

59.38%
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4.3.2 Evaluation CA model
We used 16 English text documents for training and one for testing CA model and the results are given
in table 4 and 5:
Table 4: Statistics – Training
Best Fitness:
Max. Fitness:
Accuracy:

Table 5: Statistics – Testing

679.43
1000

Best Fitness:
Max. Fitness:

68.04%

Accuracy:

425.96
1000
43.81%

Fig.2: The accuracy for all models

4.3.3. Discussion
It is clear from Table 3 that this approach cannot be extended to the genre of newswire text. Fig.2 shows
the total system performance in terms of precision for in case of all models for English articles, respectively.
It is clear from the figure that CA approach gives the lowest results since CA has a bad capability to model
arbitrary densities. The Fuzzy model and GP has better precision than the CA model.

5. Conclusion and Function Work
In this paper, we have investigated the use of Cellular Automata (CA), genetic programming approach
and fuzzy approach for automatic text summarization task. We have applied our new approaches on a sample
of 17 English scientific articles. Our approach results outperform the baseline approach results. Our
approaches have been used the feature extraction criteria which gives researchers opportunity to use many
varieties of these features based on the text type.
In the future work, we will extend this approach to multi-document summarization by addressing some
anti-redundancy methods which are needed, since the degree of redundancy is significantly higher in a group
of topically related articles than in an individual article as each article tends to describe the main point as
well as necessary shared background.
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